A Companion Reconsidered
by Steve Franks
I find that as I grow older, I become more convinced that I am truly a 19th century fellow trapped in the 20th. I am bored with the
fluff and hype of this age. The previous century appears to have
been more stately, slower and genuine. Lately I had the honour of
helping in the restoration of a 8 inch Alvan Clark refractor. Here
is a piece of machinery truly representative of an earlier age. Elegant in its simplicity and honest in its workmanship. Truly a work
of art in brass, iron and glass. With these feelings it should come
as no great surprise that my choice in a personal instrument is and
will always be a refracting telescope, the acme of 19th century
technology. When it carne time to upgrade my instrumentation, all
of my logical and pragmatic decision making finally gave way to the
romance of owning a fine quality refractor. My logical alternatives; a Newtonian-nice, but who wants to look at a mere reflection
of Saturn when the refractor shows real the thing. A Schmidt Cassegrain then? Interesting, but it didn't even look like a telescope.
A trash can stuck on a fork with no esthetics! The light bucket
Dobsonian then. My, all that light gathering ability, but its so
crude and simple. They'll never become popular. So with my fountain
pen in hand, I wrote out my order for a 4 inch f/15 Unitron refractor. I still remember the gala day I lugged the cartons upstairs (5
in all). Four hours later and knee deep in excelsior, I stood back
and gazed at my grand prize of childhood dreams. A 5~ foot long
tube towering over me, firmly fixed on a massive black enameled
mount and supported by a stout mahogany tripod. Suddenly it hit me.
How much money I had wasted on 4 inches of aperture. For all its
19th century grandeur, I could have had a simple 8 inch Newtonian
and a thousand dollars left in my pocket! Lord, what did I do? As I
slowly wound up the its weight driven clock drive and watched the
brass balls of the governor slowly begin to revolve, I thought to
myself, "For better or worse, its you and me kid." My first few observing sessions were uneventful and I knew that the scope was good
optically, but it did little to buoy my spirits. I from time to
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Lectures are given at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture
will be either Friday or Saturday
evening, depending on the weather
and the lecturer's personal schedule. lecturers should check with the
ranger at Camp Rotary early in the
week to determine whether scouts
will be at the camp, and to inform
the ranger of the day and time of the
lecture. If you cannot lecture on
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lake arrangements to switch weekends with another lecturer, or call
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3-16/17
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The Call List is a list of people who wish to be informed of spectacular
and unexpected astronomical events. Anyone who notices such an
event calls the next person on the call list, who informs the next person,
etc. A call list member can specify that he or she not be called at certain
times. Any Society member is welcome to join the call list and can do
so by notifying Jeff Bondono, 731-4706.

Friday
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22

8:00

WAS Board Meeting at Jeff Bondono’s house. Open to
all members. See an officer for details.

Saturday
And
Sunday

March

31

April

1

10 AM
till
6 PM

Creative Conventions is sponsoring a general
Fiction convention at the Dearborn Civic
Michigan / Greenfield). Club members who
telescope for public observation will be
ted free. See Barbara Clark for details.
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6

7:30

WAS Meeting at Cranbrook

Thursday
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12

7:00

Cosmology Group Meeting at Mike O’Dowd’s House.
Subject: Redshifts other than the Doppler Effect.

Thursday
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19

7:30

WAS Meeting at Macomb Community College

Saturday

April

23

Science
Center
bring a
admit-

Astronomy Day at Cranbrook. Bring your scope for an
all-day public viewing

The Society is willing to give a partially-completed telescope to a member who will to put in the time and money to complete it. The 10-inch F6
tube and massive fork-equatorial mount was built by John Baditoi, and
was donated to the club when he died. The telescope still needs a mirror, diagonal, spider, focuser, and some tinkering. Assuming a $l80
Coulter mirror, a total of about $200 should finish off the whole thing.
The telescope will not be very portable due to the massive mount and
fa1rly lengthy tube. The club wishes the telescope to be completed and
used by someone - not just scavenged or made Into a paperweight. Anyone
seriously interested should contact an officer.

JOURNAL ROUNDUP
By Scott Jorgensen,

If you follow the history of
the space race you know that the
Russians got there first, orbited
first, had the first multi crew
flight and first woman, and
first ...., but we got to the
moon first and had much more sophisticated craft. There are many
space historians who believe that
the Russians might have gotten to
the moon first too, but their super booster blew up a few days
before the launch of Apollo 11.
In the end they never went at
all. The new energia rocket has
plenty of power but we don't know
with recent of any plans to send
a Russian to the moon.
So who will be second to the
moon? Maybe Japan. They launched
their times the first moon probe
at the end of January. They have
a rocket that could put a bigger
payload on the and they are interested in joining the US and
USSR in the mars mission, so
don't be surprised if the second
language radioed back from our
only natural satellite is Japanese. Gambatte tomodachitachi.
After the Neptune flyby it
seemed like we might never hear
about any moon but Triton ever
again. Now suddenly there have
been a rash of articles about
Titan, the big moon at Saturn.
Recently Titan occulted 28 every
Sagittarii. An event of this type
should happen on average only
every 80 very years. The pictures
clearly show Titan's atmosphere.
As the star approaches the moon
it fades out well before reaching
the moon itself.
Actually a lot can be learned
from any monitoring the star-

light, it's almost like have a
telescope with a main mirror
about 1/2 mile in diameter. Think
of the size of the dew cap you'd
need! The haze in the upper atmosphere is not evenly distributed but recent analysis suggests
that weak lightening bolts may
crackle through it. Also, for
those planning a visit to Titan,
bring warm clothes; the upper atmosphere turns out to be 200 degrees below 0 Fahrenheit. Voyager
could not measure either of these
facts, it could only look at the
lower atmosphere. Combined observation of ice continents on Titan
using microwaves, the voyager data that shows the lower atmosphere mostly nitrogen at about
1.5 pressure on the surface of
the earth, and the likely existence of ethane oceans, a pretty
good picture of Titan moon, is
emerging from it's hazy clouds.
Moving out into the galaxy
there has been news on pulsars.
Originally astronomers thought
these were absolutely regular
lighthouses in space. The idea
was that the core of a collapsed
star rapidly spinning in space
would regularly flash at us as
the magnetic pole turned our way.
Later it was discovered that the
pulsars slowly spin down, but
very, very slowly. We now know
that once in a while there are
"glitches", abrupt changes in period over a short time. The problem is they don't happen regularly or predictably.
Until now. PSR1737-30 is being studied, at Jodrell Bank.
This star has more frequent
glitches than pulsar known. After

a glitch it takes about 300 day before the rotation rate returns to
value it would have if the glitch
did not occur. By studying these
glitches it should be possible to
determine if the starquake model
(where the equivalent of a massive
earthquake cracks up the surface of
the star, changing the distribution
of mass and so the rotation rate)
or the magnetic pinning model
(where the rotation rate changes
because momentum is transferred
from "pinned magnetic cores" to the
star as a whole) best describes the
change in rotation.
The universe has gas! This is
not matter that eventually becomes
the natural result of over eating
by black holes, but rather the result of an oversight by astronomers. Typically people have thought
that large spiral galaxies have
lots of gas and dust. Non spirals,
and that’s most galaxies that we
know about, were believed to be gas
free but this was never actually
shown. Recent satellites work has
confirmed who calculations that
predicted gas in all galaxies. A
study of several hundred nearby
elliptical and lenticular (which
have a shape between elliptical and
spiral) galaxies using the IRAS
satellite revealed the characteristic signature of gas and dust. Further, these galaxies have much more
molecular gas than the "gassy" spirals, and typically it is molecular
gas that eventually collapses into
stars and planets. Its amazing what
can be found when people actually
bother to look. About a decade back
the Big Bang theory was lifted to

acceptance by the discovery of the
very regular cosmic background radiation. This discovery led to a
Nobel prize but also to a puzzle:
if the radiation is so uniform how
did the matter get so clumpy. A variety of unsatisfying suggestions
have been raised including inflation, strings and massive monopoles. Now a new exotic theory has
popped up in Princeton.
This theory is much like the
string theory in that it is based
strange areas in the fabric of
space, not in the matter inhabiting
space. Basically the theory holds
that these defects in space itself
attract the galaxies and clusters,
while the uniform radiation is not
affected. Right now there is no
proof of this but it does explain a
few things.
One final note for solar fans,
the February Scientific American
has a good article on the sun, its
spots and the way the solar constant changes. This is not Dew material by and large, but a good introduction for those want to get
better acquainted with their star.
Clear Skies!

SEVEN MORE MAJOR PLANETS?
By Ken Kelly
An analogy between the Jupiter system of satellites and the solar
system shows that it is likely that seven more major planets remain to be discovered in the solar system.
Jupiter’s system of satellites is quite regular, containing four small inner
satellites, four large galilean satellites, four small outer satellites in large
inclination prograde orbits, and four small satellites in retrograde orbits. The
solar system also contains four inner major planets, four large gas giants, and
at least one small planet at a larger than usual inclination. The close analogy
between the Jupiter system and the solar system as known so far is quite striking, as follows:

The pattern of the solar system as known so far has a quite striking resemblance
to the Jupiter system as now known, except for the missing planets. This points
to the likelihood of a common pattern when these systems were formed, and hence
to the likelihood that seven more major planets remain to be discovered, four of
which are in retrograde orbit about the sun.
Reference: The Astronomical Almanac for the Year 1990. Washington,
U.S. Government Printing Office.
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time wished for a purchasing replay with a clearer head. After all,
I could have had a Space Age Schmidt Cassegrain and all that aperture.
So began my shaky relationship. Over the next four years of
solitary observing vigils, we settled into an understanding, my refractor and I. My observing tastes drifted into open clusters, double stars and my long cherished moon & planets from childhood days.
A new age dawned for me one late afternoon when I stumbled
into a science store and met a young fellow who introduced himself
as a member of an Astronomical Society. Despite the fact he treated
me a little condescendingly, as though I was a total neophyte and
nerd (he really didn't know me or my experience), I decided to take
him up on his invitation to a star party that weekend. I'd show
this turkey that I was no ordinary buffoon. Besides, observing with
other people would be novel. For once I wouldn't be alone.
When the weekend arrived, I was nervous with the thoughts of
meeting all those pro's with their BIG telescopes. "I'll be laughed
off the field with my 4 inch pop gun," I mused as I strode across
the green toward the Stargate Observatory. My fears were confirmed.
Reflectors, reflectors everywhere and not a fellow refractor man in
the lot! I took a quick survey of instruments; one 6 inch & two 8
inch Newtonians, four 8 inch Schmidts, two 10 inch Dobsons and, oh
yes, the 12 inch in the dome.
Retreating toward my van, I was stopped by a fellow in need
of a hand. As he opened up the rear doors of his van, I found myself staring down what I was sure was a large sewer pipe. "It's a
DS-16," says he. "I'm doomed," says I. "The 4 inch stays locked in
my truck," I mutter to myself as I heft one of his 25 pound counterweights from the van floor. Once Mt. Palomar was erected, I
spent the next hour chatting and stealing a peak here and there.
Finally, having screwed up my courage, the Unitron made its debut.
Throwing all caution to the wind, I even set up right next to the
leviathan DS-16 reflector. "Its me and you kid," I whisper as I
wind up the weights of the clock drive.
Reflecting (no pun intended) on the events of the evening
during the long drive home, I delighted in the new friends I made
and of an old companion reconsidered. Not until that night did I
realize how effective a refractor could be. Not only did my humble
4 inch become the darling novelty of the field, but she held her
ground respectably against the severest competition. My Dumbbell
nebula was every bit as good as in·-the 6 inch Newtonian for contrast. The refractor's light gathering on deep sky objects was
slightly better than the 6 inch. As for double stars, all were text
book images, cleanly split and not ragged like in the 10-inch. What
of Saturn and Jupiter? Here the refractor pulled ahead of all my
neighbors. Sharp, clear and that 15% extra detail lost to everyone
else. It was then that I knew that my choice in telescopes had indeed been a good one. It was a good marriage after all. As I packed
the refractor cabinets back into the closet and gave it a last
look, I said, "Its you and me kid. For keeps." and shuffled off to
bed.

